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In addition to these carefully prepared chapters, the book also contains transcripts of discussions between the symposium participants on each of the major topics addressed. In sum, this is a well-constructed volume which should prove appealing and useful to a wide variety of basic researchers and medical scientists. range of material from the biology of infective agents to host factors influencing susceptibility and response to descriptive epidemiology of the diseases produced. The editors' aim is to address issues of prevention and control, and their integrative development of the background material is well suited to their purpose.
The first two chapters introduce basic epidemiological concepts and surveillance. There follow thirty-four chapters, which treat diseases caused by a single genus or species of bacteria, mycoplasma, chlamydia, or rickettsia, and general topics such as bacterial food poisoning and nosocomial infections. Each chapter is well-organized into sections covering historical background, biological characteristics of the organism, descriptive epidemiology, mechanisms and routes of transmission, patterns of host response, and control and prevention. The referencing is meticulous; in all, over 3,000 citations are provided. The table of contents spans thirty-five pages, listing each section and subsection.
The balanced presentation maintained throughout the book is both an asset and a liability. The multitude of clinical presentations possible with Staphylococcus aureus, for example, can be only briefly discussed. Similarly, the epidemiology of chlamydial non-gonococcal urethritis is discussed only briefly, probably because a single chapter deals with all the syndromes of chlamydial infections. Many bacteria are omitted completely, either because of their rarity or the relative lack of information on their epidemiology. One suspects others are included -plague, for example -only because they represent classic epidemiology.
The strength of this format is that a thorough presentation is guaranteed for each subject included. As the most important bacterial infections are presented, the chapters of this book provide surprisingly well-written vignettes of the medical and epidemiological basis for their treatment, control, and prevention. This book will be useful and interesting to all who wish to understand more completely the dynamic relations of humans and bacteria. Its The publishing of this volume represents the beginning of the second edition of Becker's well-regarded comprehensive series devoted to all aspects of cancer research. The series covers the spectrum of cancer research, dealing with the etiology of neoplasms, the biology of tumors, and the various treatment modalities of malignant diseases in its six volumes. This volume is a review of chemical and physical carcinogenesis, and, while largely unchanged from the first edition, does include some welcome changes and needed updates.
The work has three new authors and includes three new chapters covering: (i) "Epidemiologic Approach to Cancer," (ii) "Chemical Agents, the Environment, and the History of Carcinogenesis," and (iii) "Sequential Events in Chemical Carcinogenesis." The volume is divided into three main sections and begins with a series of chapters covering general concepts. Included are discussions of basic principles in genetics and cytogenetics, the role of hormones, immunology, and the abovementioned new chapter on epidemiologic approaches to the study of carcinogenesis. The second section is devoted to a consideration of chemical carcinogenesis. These chapters form a good review of the topic by discussing the history of the field and the current problems requiring solution. Farber's new chapter, entitled "Sequential Events in Chemical Carcinogenesis," is a nice theoretical treatise on this important concept concerning the origin of neoplasms. Also in this section are interesting reviews of laboratory studies on the metabolism of carcinogens and their cellular and subcellular effects. The final section covers physical carcinogenesis. Chapters here discuss basic principles of radiation carcinogenesis, specific animal models of radiation carcinogenesis, and the effects of radiation on biological systems. A final chapter in this section deals with cancers occurring with asbestosis, schistosomiasis, foreign bodies, and scars.
This work does an excellent job of reviewing a broad and expanding field. A diversity of topics is discussed by prominent researchers, and the result is a good introduction for those wishing to enter upon study of this important area of biomedical science. The main problem with the volume, which is common to such multi-authored works, is a certain lack of continuity between chapters. Moreover, the chapters could be organized in a slightly better order. For example, Guinee's chapter on epidemiology represents an excellent general approach to carcinogenesis which would be a much more appropriate introduction to the whole work than the rather esoteric chapter on cytogenetics. Also, Farber's discussion of the concept of sequential carcinogenesis should logically precede a discussion of this topic in a specific system; instead, it here follows Berenblum's chapter, "Sequential Aspects of Chemical Carcinogenesis: Skin." Nevertheless, the book is well written, nicely illustrated, appropriately referenced, and offers a nice combination of theoretical discussion and succinctly presented ex-
